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Abstract
The ability of humans to recognize faces provides an implicit benchmark for gauging
the performance of automatic face recognition algorithms. In this chapter we review the
factors that affect human accuracy. These factors can be classified into facial stucture
constraints and viewing parameters. The former include factors such as face typicality,
gender, and ethnicity. The latter include changes in illumination and viewpoint, as well
as the perceptual complications introduced when we see faces and people in motion. The
common thread of the chapter is that human experience and familiarity with faces can
overcome many, if not all, of these challenges to face recognition. A goal of computional
algorithms should be to emulate the ways in which humans acquire familiarity with
faces. It may then be possible to apply these principles to the design of algorithms to
meet the pressing challenges of face recognition in naturalistic vieiwng conditions.

9.1 Introduction
Human face recognition abilities are impressive by comparison to the performance
of many current automatic face recognition systems. Such is the belief of many psychologists and computer scientists. This belief, however, is supported more by anecdotal impression than by scientific evidence. In fact, there are relatively few systematic and direct comparisons between the performance of humans and automatic face
recognition algorithms, (though see [84], for exceptions). Comparisons of these sorts
can be carried out both at a quantitative and qualitative level. On the qualitative side,
as the field of automatic face recognition develops, the assessment of working systems
has expanded to consider, not only overall levels of performance, but performance under more restricted and targeted conditions. It may thus be important to know, for
example, whether an algorithm performs accurately recognizing “male faces of a certain age”, “female faces of a certain ethnicity”, or faces that are “typical” in the context
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of the database to be searched. How secure is a security system that was developed
to operate on Caucasian faces when it is put to the test in a context filled with diverse
faces of many ethnicities?
By contrast to the study of automated face recognition, the study of human face
recognition abilities has long focused on a range of qualitative factors that affect performance. The rationale for this endeavor has been to consider these factors as indices
into the nature of human representations of faces. Do we encode a face in terms of its
three-dimensional structure? Do we encode a face in terms of its similarity relationship
to the other faces we know? In fact, much is known about the qualitative factors that
affect human accuracy recognizing faces. There is ample evidence to suggest that not
all faces are equally recognizable. There is evidence also that the experiential history
of individuals affects their ability to recognize faces.
Using the range of qualitative factors that are known to affect human performance,
we can begin to tag individual faces with a probability of successful recognition. In
addition to the properties that affect the recognizability of individual faces, much is
known also about the viewing conditions that support good performance and about
those that make humans prone to error. More recently, the study of human face recognition has begun to consider the factors that affect face and person recognition in more
natural contexts. Accordingly, studies in recent years have considered the question of
how humans recognize faces in motion. These studies open a window into understanding the mechanics of face recognition in the real world, where there is little or no
control of illumination and where the relationship between the viewer and the personto-be-recognized changes continuously. All of these factors impact the likelihood of
successful human recognition in ways that are more or less knowable through the application of experimental studies of human memory.
In this chapter, we review the factors that affect human accuracy for face recognition. These factors can be classified into four categories: a.) face-based constraints,
including the effects of typicality, gender, age, and ethnicity; b.) viewing constraints,
including the effects of illumination, viewpoint, pose, and facial motion, and c.) experiential constraints, including how experience with individual faces and groups of faces
affects recognition performance. Our purpose in each case is to define and discuss the
nature of the predictors and the implications each has for understanding how humans
represent and process faces. Our secondary goal is to begin to sketch out, for the field
of automatic face recognition, a series of factors that might prove useful in deriving a
more detailed and refined set of measures for the performance of face recognition algorithms. When all is said and done, any given face recognition algorithm must compete,
not only against other automatic recognition algorithms, but against humans, who are
currently performing the task in most applied situations.

9.2 Face-based Factors and the Face Space Model
A face is a complex three-dimensional object, with overlying surface pigmentation
that specifies the reflectance properties of the skin, eyes, mouth and other features. To
remember a face as an individual, and to distinguish it from other known and unknown
faces, we must encode information that makes the face unique.
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We begin by introducing the concept of a face space in psychological models of face
processing [121]. The model has just a few components, but is ubiquitous in psychological and computational theorizing about face recognition. In a face space model of
recognition, faces can be considered as points in a multidimensional space. The axes
of the space represent the “features” with which a face is encoded. A face can be represented, therefore, by its coordinates on these axes, which specify the face’s value on
each of the feature dimensions. At a psychological level, it is not necessary to specify
the nature of features that form the axes of a space. It is generally enough to know that
faces can be described using a set of features dimensions (e.g., width of face, distance
between eyes, eye color, etc.) and that different faces vary in the combination of feature
values they need to be re-created.
At the computational level, physical face spaces form the core of most automatic
face recognition algorithms. The feature axes in computational models represent real
physical features, often extracted statistically using principal or independent components analysis. These kinds of analyses have been applied to face images (e.g., [115]),
separated face shapes and image data (e.g., [34]), or three-dimensional data from laser
scans (e.g., [12]). Face recognition then becomes a problem of projecting a “target” face
into a space and comparing its location to other faces in the space. If the target face is
sufficiently close to one of these other faces, then it is recognized. Otherwise, the face
is rejected as unknown.
In the context of a face space model, it is relatively easy to see conceptually how
the properties of individual faces and categories of faces may affect both human and
machine recognition accuracy. We present the effects of each of these categories on
human face recognition performance using the analogy of a face space as the supporting theoretical construct.

9.2.1 Typicality
A longstanding focus of research in human perception and memory centers on the
importance of the “average” or “prototype” in guiding recognition and categorization
of visual stimuli. The theory is that categories of objects, including faces, are organized around a prototype or average. The prototype is the best or most typical item
in the category. Typical items, those similar to the prototype, are easier to categorize
as exemplars of the category than are unusual items. For example, human subjects
categorize sparrows as “birds” faster than they categorize penguins as “birds”, because
sparrows are “typical” birds and penguins are “unusual” birds [101]. In general, the
idea is that the closer an item is to the category prototype, the easier it is to “recognize”
as an exemplar of the category.
The problem for faces, however, is to “recognize” each person as an individual.
Thus, it is not sufficient to say that something is a face. Rather, we must determine:
a.) if the face is known to us; and if so, b.) whose face it is. Here, the inverse relationship holds between typicality and recognizability. Typical faces, which are similar to
the prototype, are more difficult to recognize. This occurs, presumably, because typical faces are plentiful and so there are more faces that could be falsely mistaken for any
given typical face than for any given distinctive face [121].
Face typicality is one of the best known and most robust predictors of human face
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recognition performance. In a classic study, Light et al. (1979) [73] found that faces
rated as “typical” were recognized less accurately than faces rated as “unusual”. In a
follow-up experiment, Light et al. showed convincingly that the disadvantage found
for typical faces was due to their high inter-item similarity. Faces rated by subjects as
“typical” were found to be generally more similar to other faces, than faces rated by
subjects as “unusal”. These findings have been replicated many times, with a variety of
different measures of typicality (e.g., [122]).
The relationship between typicality and recognizability accounts well for the psychological findings suggesting the enhanced recognizability of facial caricatures relative to veridical faces. In general, artists draw caricatures in a way that exaggerates or
enhances facial features that are “unusual” for the person. As such, the lips of Mick
Jagger become thicker than they are, and the eyes of Prince Charles are even closer
together than they actually are. Despite the fact that caricatures are grotesque distrortions of a face, they are often recognized more accurately and efficiently than actual
images of the faces [9, 80, 102]. Computer generated caricatures likewise operate by
comparing a face to the “average face”, and then by exaggerating facial dimensions that
deviate from the average [18]. The enhanced recognizability of caricatures by comparison to veridical faces may be due to the fact that the exaggeration of unusal features in
these faces makes the person less confusable with other faces, and somehow or other
“more like themselves”.
It is worth noting that face typicality correlates well with other ratings of faces, including perceived familiarity (i.e., “This person looks like someone I know”) [123] and
surprisingly, facial attractiveness [68]. The odd, but replicable, finding that typical
faces are attractive indicates that faces similar to the “prototype”, which lack distinctive
features, are aesthetically preferred to more memorable, albeit less attractive, faces.
Metaphorically, the same face space analogy is applicable to understanding the
effects of face typicality on recognition. For automatic face recognition systems, a
number of findings about the relationship between typicality and recognizability may
be useful. For example, we would expect that the recognizability of individual faces
should be predicted by the density of faces in the neighboring “face space”. We might
also expect that the face space should be most dense in the center near the average.
The space should become progressively less dense as we move away from the average.
If a computationally-based face space approximates the similarity space humans employ for face processing, we might expect that “typical” faces would be near the center
of the space and that unusual or distinctive faces be far from the center. It follows,
therefore, that computational models of face recognition will not perform equally well
for all faces. These systems should, like humans, make more errors on typical faces
than on ususual faces.

9.2.2 Sex
The assumptions we make about the density of face space being highest near the
center of the space and progressively less dense as we move away from the average face
are somewhat simplistic. A more likely version of human face space is one in which
there are a number of local averages at the centers of clusters of faces that belong to
different natural categories, e.g., sex, race, age. In fact, when we consider that faces
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can be grouped into natural categories based on their sex, race/ethnicity, and possibly
age, there is little reason to expect that “typical faces” are close to the grand mean of
the space. Rather, the average face at the center of a space that is based on a set of
diverse faces is likely to be androgenous and unrecognizable as a member of a racial or
ethnic group. The dynamics of face recognition in this space are rather different than
those discussed previously, though we can expect that within any given face category,
many of the same principles of typicality and confusability should apply. This brings
us to the question of how natural categories of faces such as sex, race, and age, might
affect human face recognition accuracy.
We begin with the sex of a face, which is arguably the largest source of variance in
facial appearance. Indeed, faces are readily identifiable as male or female by both humans and machines (cf., [1, 27, 41, 48, 89]). Computationally-based contrasts between
male and female faces are easily derived with analyses like PCA. Applied to the threedimensional laser scan data obtained from a large number of faces [89], this contrast is
illustrated in Figure 1. Here we see that the information specifying the sex of a face can
be localized to a few eigenvectors. In Figure 1, we show the contrast in face shape that
can be achieved by varying the weights of two individual eigenvectors (the first and
sixth) in combination with the average head. The contrasts clearly change the gender
appearance of the face in a perceptible way.
How does the sex of a face affect face recognition accuracy for humans? A number
of studies, which posed this question in the sixties and seventies found effects of the
sex of a face on recognition accuracy that were minimal and inconsistent (see review
[105]). Shepherd (1981) concluded that the most consistent finding in these studies
was a small recognition advantage for female faces. A second intriguing finding was
an interaction between the sex of the subject and the sex of the face. This interaction
generally indicated that women are particularly accurate at recognizing female faces.
There has been little or no work since these early studies that alters their main conclusions.
More recently the focus of the relationship between the sex of the face and recognition has been to consider whether the identity-specific and sexually dimophic information in faces are independent. As noted previously, in order to recognize a face, we
must encode the information that makes it unique or different from all other faces in
the world. To categorize a face, for example by sex, we must encode information that
the face share with an entire group of faces. To know that a face is male, we must find
features common to male faces, but unlikely to be found in female faces.
According to Bruce and Young’s (1986) classic model of face recognition, the sex
determining information about a face is accessed independently of the information
about identity [25]. Computational assessments of the information necessary for sex
classification of faces versus identification support the claim that there is reasonably
good separability of these two kinds of information in faces [84].
A recent study of “speeded classification” of faces by sex and familiarity, however, is
at odds with the conclusion of independent processing of these kinds of information
in faces [44]. In this kind of study, subjects are asked to classify faces by sex (the target
feature), for example, as quickly as possible. In some cases, other “distractor” features
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Figure 9.1: Illustration of the computationally-derived information about the sex of a
face from three dimensional head models from laser scans [89]. The first row of the
figure shows the average face plus the first eigenvector (left) and minus the second
eigenvector (right). The second row of the figure shows an analgous display for the
sixth eigenvector. The coordinates of a face on both the first and sixth eigenvectors
predict the sex of the face.

of the faces in the sequence change during the task (for example, facial expression or
familiarity). If the change in the other irrelevant feature interferes with the processing
of the target feature, one can conclude that the processing of the target and distractor
features is not independent. In a speeded classification task of this sort, inteference
between familiarity and the sex of faces was found when subjects classified faces either by sex or by familiarity [44]. Specifically, irrelevant variations in familiarity slowed
sex classifications and vice versa. They concluded that humans are unable to attend
selectively to either identity or sex information in faces.
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Figure 9.2: Computationally-derived gender information in children’s faces. Left is the
male prototype, made by morphing boys together (see text for details), and right is the
female prototype.
However, a more direct method for testing the co-dependence of sex and identity information in faces was used by Wild and colleagues [125]. They compared recognition
and sex classification of children’s and adults’ faces. The rationale behind this method
is based on the assumption that although children’s faces have reliable information for
determining their sex, this information is less salient and more difficult to access than
the information that specifies the sex of adult faces. In this study, the authors began by
trying to establish a more factual basis for the above assumption. Using simple morphing methods, they created a prototype “boy face” and a prototype “girl face” (see Figure
2). For example, the construction of a prototype boy face was done by morphing pairs
of boy faces together, and then morphing pairs of the morphs together, etc., until the
resulting morph stopped changing. The prototypes indicate that the faces of boys and
girls should be physically distinguishable, but that the differences are indeed subtle
and difficult to describe.[125].
Next, Wild and colleagues asked children and adults to classify the faces of children and adults by sex. After the sex classification task, the participants were asked to
recognize the faces they had just classified. The results indicated that although children’s faces were more difficult to classify by sex, they were recognized as accurately as
adult faces.
In short, one can conclude that the quality of categorical information in faces is not
related to the quality of the identity information. This finding is consistent with principal components analysis models of face recognition and categorization, which localize
categorical information about faces in eigenvectors with large eigenvalues and identity
information in eigenvectors with smaller eigenvalues [84]. Combined, the computational and human results re-emphasize the importance of the local structure of face
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space in predicting recognizability.
For computational models, the best current data come from recent findings in the
Face Recognition Vendor Test 2002 [95]. This test was conducted by DARPA on the performance of ten commercial, automated, face recognition systems. The results of this
analysis indicate a quite consistent advantage for recognizing male faces over female
faces. The results showed that the performance advantage for male faces declined with
face age. Although highly consistent, it is difficult to pinpoint the source of this advantage to idiosyncratic properties of the set of faces or to the algorithms tested (for which
implementation details are proprietary). More details about the algorithms and a verification of the finding with a different set of faces is needed to be certain of the advantage. The properties of both the set of faces and the types of algorithms employed may
play a role in performance, but this may need to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.
In summary, for humans there are only minimal differences in accuracy recognizing male and female faces. For machines, there can be quite large differences, though
at present it is unclear if these are differences that generalize across different sets of
faces and algorithms. There is some evidence from both human and machine studies
that the information specifying the sex of a face can be effectively isolated from the
information useful for recognizing the face.

9.2.3 Ethnicity
Another set of natural face categories can be found in the racial or ethnic differences
between human faces. Large scale structural and reflectance differences exist between
faces of different races. Psychologically, the categorical dimension of race differs from
sex in that humans tend to have more experience with one race of faces, generally, their
own race, than with other races. By contrast, most people have roughly equal amounts
of contact and experience with males and females.
How does face race affect face recognition accuracy? Malpass (1969) was the first
to demonstrate the “other-race effect” empirically [78]. He showed that human subjects recognize faces of their own race more accurately than faces of other races. This
result has remained remarkably consistent over the years, with replications that have
tested the effect with subjects and faces from a variety of races. In general, no effects
of the race of the subject or the race of the face, per se, are found. The other-race effect
consists solely of an interaction between the race of the face and the race of the subject.
The primary hypothesis for the cause of this effect is based on the differential experience individuals have with faces of their own race versus faces of other races. The socalled “contact” hypothesis predicts a relationship between the amount of experience
we have with other-race faces and the size of the other-race effect. Several studies have
tested this hypothesis, defining contact variously from simple questionnaires assessing
previous exposure to members of other races [78] to the experience of living in an integrated neighborhood [40]. As noted previously [72], these studies have yielded inconsistent results, with some finding support for the contact hypothesis [30, 36, 33, 40, 104]
and other studies failing to find support for this hypothesis [19, 70, 78, 83]. One reason for the lack of consistency among these studies might be linked to the diversity
of the methods employed, and consequently, to the kinds of experience each may be
measuring [42].
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In reviewing evidence for the contact hypothesis many years ago, Shepherd [105]
noted that among the few studies testing children and/or defining “contact” with otherrace faces developmentally [36, 40], more consistent evidence for the contact hypothesis is found. These developmental studies examined children’s contact with other races
in form of integrated versus segregated schools and/or neighborhoods [40, 36]. Shepherd suggests that this kind of early contact may be critical for developing an other-race
effect for face recognition [105].
Complementing these studies, the developmental course of the other-race effect
was tested further with Caucasian participants between the ages of 6 and 20 years old
on a memory task for Caucasian and Asian faces [31]. In this study, the youngest participants, 6 year olds, recognized faces of both races equally well. By 10 years of age, however, there was a recognition accuracy advantage for Caucasian faces, which became
successively larger for the older participants. Combined, these studies suggest the possibility that not all “contact” is equally effective in reducing/preventing an other-race
effect. Contact early in life may be related to the magnitude of the other-race effect,
whereas contact later on appears to be less consistently related to recognition skills for
other-race faces.
The other-race effect for humans, therefore, represents an interaction between the
properties of different categories of faces as well as the experiential history of the subject. In particular, the age at which initial contact occurs may be particularly important
in establishing the other-race effect.
At a glance, it is not obvious that this effect is relevant for face recognition algorithms. However, most recognition algorithms rely on computational and statistical
descriptive tools, like PCA. These analyses are, by definition, sensitive to the statistical structure of the training set of faces. The basis vectors that define the face space
are extracted from sets of faces that may vary in how representative they are of any
particular population (e.g., the population for which one hopes to optimize a working
automatic face recognition system). When face sets contain more faces of one race
than of other races, it is reasonable to expect recognition accuracy differences for faces
from the “majority” and “minority” race.
Furl et al. (2002) examined 13 face recognition algorithms for the presence of an
other-race effect [42]. In all cases, the training set of faces was biased for the inclusion of Caucasian versus Asian faces. The algorithms fell into one of three categories in
terms of their computational strategies and the extent to which a training set of faces
could influence their performance. Two control algorithms based on image similarity comparisons (i.e., without low dimensional representations or complex distance
measures), were not sensitive to the statistical structure of the training set. These
algorithms showed no consistent difference for Asian versus Caucasian faces. Eight
algorithms were based on PCA and varied in the distance measures used to assess
matches. These algorithms performed best on the minority face race! In other words,
they showed an “own-race effect”. The final three algorithms used a combination of
PCA with a preselected biased training set and a second analysis that warped the space
to optimize the separability of faces within the space (e.g., Fischer discriminant analysis, FDA). These algorithms performed most like humans, showing an other-race effect
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that favored recognition of the Caucasian faces.
Furl et al. (2002) speculated on the difference between the other-race advantage
showed by the pure PCA models and the own-race advantage showed by the algorithms
that mixed PCA with a space-warping algorithm like FDA. The authors suggest that the
former are likely to perform better on the minority race faces due to the fact they these
faces are “distinct” by comparison to the majority of faces in the face space. In other
words, the minority race faces that were included in the PCA have representations in
the sparsest part of the space and so are less likely to be confused with the minority
distractor faces. By contrast, the combined models have the effect of warping the face
space to provide the best and most distinctive representations for the majority faces.
Thus, the learning of new minority race faces is limited to using a rather constrained
and improvrished representation of these faces.
In summary, the interaction between experience and face race can affect performance for humans, and under more complicated metrics, for machines as well.

9.3 Viewing Constraints
In addition to the properties of faces themselves, nearly all components of the viewing parameters that have been tested with human subjects have been shown to affect face recognition accuracy. Most prominant are the effects of changes in viewpoint/pose and changes in the direction and intensity of the illuminant. These factors
are also highly relevant for face recognition algorithms. At present, it would not be an
exaggeration to say that viewing conditions constitute the single largest challenge to
putting algorithms into the field. A common theme throughout this discussion is that
as humans become familiar with faces, the apparent and strong effects of viewing parameters are lost or at least minimized. Common sense tells us that when we know
someone well, it is possible to recognize them under the poorest and least optimal of
viewing conditions. We will return to the issue of familiarity after summarizing findings of viewing parameters.

9.3.1 Pose
To recognize a face from a novel view, we must be able to encode something unique
about the face that distinguishes it from all other faces in the world and further must
be able to access this unique information from the novel view. Studying the representations and processes that humans use to accomplish this task is difficult due to the
complexity of the visual information observers experience in viewing faces from different viewpoints and due to the multitude of ways that such information can be encoded and represented. In general, humans can recognize faces from different views.
However, they do this accurately only when the faces are well-known to them.
The nature of human representations of faces and objects is a long-standing issue
that is still actively under debate. Two rather divergent theories of these representations have been put forth and tested. Structure-based theories suggest that the visual
system constructs a three-dimensional representation of faces and objects from the
two-dimensional retinal images on the left and right retinas [79]. Accordingly, objects
can be recognized in a view-independent manner by their components (i.e., volumes
or parts [11]).
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The second type of theory is based on the direct analysis of images. These imagebased theories assume a view-dependent representation of faces and objects. As such,
experience with multiple views of an object or face is essential to be able to recognize
the object or face from a novel viewpoint [97].
Both structural and image-based theories have been supported by psychophysical
studies [110, 10]. It has been suggested, therefore, that the most viable model of object/face recognition should incorporate the most appealing aspects of both accounts
[110].
To be able to recognize a face from a new view, we need to extract invariant information that can be used subsequently to identify the face. Because we know the structure
of familiar faces, we can automatically encode them and therefore it is unlikely that
we will find an effect of pose for recognition of familiar faces. Indeed, subjects do not
benefit from seeing familiar faces in the same view at learning and at test [20, 117]. By
contrast, subjects find it easier to recognize unfamiliar faces if the viewpoint of the face
is the same at learning and at test. Thus, it seems that unfamiliar faces are sensitive to
the change in viewpoint between the view of the face that was learned and the view
that was tested.
Notwithstanding, it is also likely that some views of an unfamiliar face, those seen
either at learning or at test, will make the extraction of the invariant information important for face recognition easier. Therefore, recognition of unfamiliar faces is likely
to be influenced by the change in viewpoint between learning and test and by the information provided by the viewpoint of the face.
Rotation effects. In general, human observers’ recognition performance is impaired
when faces are rotated in depth between learning and test. When viewpoint change
between learning and test is less than 30 degrees, performance declines in a roughly
linear fashion as a function of the rotation offset. For changes of more than 30 degrees,
the performance cost reaches a plateau. On the whole, a 45 degree rotation seems to
impair performance significantly [5, 20, 57, 61, 76, 85]. Recent fMRI studies [4] seem
to confirm this effect by showing that activity in the face fusiform area is sensitive to
change in viewpoints. It is worth noting however that the fusiform responds to faces
across viewpoints, as do other face sensitive brain regions like the superior temporal
sulcus [3]. It has been possible as well to differentiate sub-areas of fusiform cortex
and the lateral occipital complex that show varying degrees of invariance to changes in
viewpoint and illumination versus changes in the size and retinal position of objects
and faces [50].
In human recognition studies, subjects could recognize unfamiliar faces as long as
the change in viewpoint was smaller that 30 degrees [118, 119]. Interestingly, imagebased simulations of face recognition such as PCA replicate these results. The strong
correlation between simulations and human performance suggests that the deleterious effect of rotation on human performance is due to the decline of image similarity
that occurs with rotation.
Contrary to the simulation results, however, human performance is still better than
chance even after a 90 degree rotation. This could be due to the abstraction of a 3D
model of the face (i.e., like one suggested by structural theories [79, 85] or by the ab-
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straction of invariant features from the faces, e.g., moles, and other surface markings
[120], or by both mechanisms [110]).
Even if the theoretical interpretation is still open to discussion, the empirical effect
is clear. Unfamiliar faces are more difficult to recognize after a change of pose. Within
limits, the larger the change the larger the decrement in performance. In addition,
more distinctive faces are less sensitive to this effect; more typical faces are more sensitive to it [87].
Recognition from the three-quarter pose. In early work, several studies suggested
that the three-quarter view of faces was “special” because it seemed to be recognized
better than other viewpoints [5, 61, 20]. This finding was replicated several times [76,
21] and has been found also for young infants [39]. A neural network simulation of face
recognition with an image-based code input to a radial basis function network spontaneously yields a 3/4 view advantage [118]. This suggests that the three-quarter view
advantage can be attributed to the “more informative” nature of the view for recognition. In other words, there may be more unique information in face images taken from
the three-quarter view than in face images taken from other views. This informationbased explanation may also explain why the three-quarter view is favored for western
portraits [6] as well as for cartoons [92].
Despite the fact that the three-quarter view advantage is replicable, the size of this
effect is rather small and there are cases where the effect is not actually found [75].
In recent review of 14 studies testing for the three-quarter view advantage, it was reported that six of these failed to detect the effect. The authors concluded that the
three-quarter advantage was not due the three-quarter view being more informative
per se (i.e., being a “canonical view” or special view [91]). Rather they suggest that the
three-quarter view is closer to most other views (i.e., profiles or full faces) and that it
is therefore easier to transfer information to the three-quarter views (because the rotation angle to this view is smaller on average than to other views).
One counter-argument against this explanation is that the three-quarter view advantage has been found even when the view of the test stimulus matches the view that
was learned [87]. Thus, learning and testing with three-quarter view faces produces
better recognition performance than learning and testing with frontal or full-profile
views.
In summary, there is good evidence that both the viewpoint, per se, and the change
in viewpoint between learning and test impact human recognition performance.

9.3.2 Illumination
The effects of illumination variations on face and object recognition have been studied extensively and mirror the findings for viewpoint. The effects of illumination on the
appearance of an object in an image can be every bit as dramatic as the effects of large
changes in viewpoint. Illumination parameters can change the overall magnitude of
light intensity reflected back from an object, as well as the pattern of shading and shadows visible in an image [110]. Both shading and shadows may provide cues about the
three-dimensional shape of a face. Indeed, varying the direction of illumination can
result in larger image differences than varying the identity [2] or the viewpoint [110] of
a face.
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Although face and object recognition have been shown to be sensitive to illumination variations [15, 17, 55, 110, 114], considerable illumination invariance can be
achieved under some novel illumination conditions [82, 16, 17]. In combination, these
findings suggest that there are processes that attempt to discount the effects of illumination when recognizing faces, but that they are not perfect. Again, as for viewpoint,
the effects of illumination seem to depend on the magnitude of change in illumination
conditions between learning and test. The effects of illumination have been tested
systematically only for unfamiliar faces. One might assume more robust processes for
recognizing familiar faces over changes in illumination.
There is further evidence to suggest that humans prefer illumination that comes
from above the face. At its extreme, this preference impacts the recognition of faces
quite dramatically. For example, it is notoriously difficult to recognize faces in the
photographic negative [43]. Photographic negatives of faces look like faces that are
illuminated from below. It is difficult to recognize people, even those we know well,
from photographic negatives. These data suggest that human recognition might be
based on internal neural representations that are more like images than like structural
descriptions of the face. Assuming the latter, recognition of photographic negatives
should not be as difficult as it is.
The effects of illumination have been considered also at the level of neural encoding. These results are consistent with the findings from psychophysical studies. For example, although it is believed that illumination information can be extracted by lower
visual areas, the results from a recent functional magnetic resonance imaging study
suggest that the sensitivity to the direction of illumination is retained even in higher
levels of the visual hierarchy [50]. In that study, the technique of functional magnetic
resonance imaging adaptation was employed to test “invariance.” In general, the procedure works by assuming that the neural response adapts to repreated presentations
of stimuli that are perceived identically. If an area of cortex is processing faces in a way
that is invariant to illumination, then the neural response to a face varying in illumination, presented repeatedly, will continue to adapt. If the cortex response is sensitive
to illumination, then adaptation will not occur with multiple presentations. Using this
technique, Grill-Spector and colleagues found two subdivisions in the lateral occipital
complex, one that showed recovery from adaptation under all transformations (size,
position, illumination, and viewpoint) and another that showed recovery only for illumination and viewpoint [50]. This indicates the existence of a complex hierarchy of
visual processes that ultimately contribute to human face recognition.

9.4 Moving Faces
Recognition memory for moving faces is a new and growing area of research [88,
98, 128]. From an ecological perspective, the use of moving faces as stimuli in face
recognition studies is useful for approximating the way in which people typically encounter faces in the real world – as dynamic objects. Moving faces provide the viewer
with a wealth of social information [3] and, potentially, with a unique source of identity
information.
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9.4.1 Social Signals and Motion
We begin with a brief taxonomy of facial movements. At the highest level of the
taxonomy, facial movements are either rigid or non-rigid. Rigid motions of the head
include nodding, shaking, tilting, and rotating about the vertical axis. It is worth noting that all of these movements change the view of the face available to a stationary
observer. It is also important to note that each of these movements can convey a social signal or connotation. Nodding the head can convey agreement, shaking back and
forth can convey disagreement, and turns of the head, either toward or away from another person, can be used to initiate or break off a communication.
Non-rigid movements of the face occur during facial speech, facial expressions, and
eye-gaze changes. Again, these movements produce highly variable images of the person that can distort many of the identifying “features” of faces, like the relative distances of the features. The difference between the image of a person smiling and one
of the person with a surprised expression can be quite strong. The relative position of
the eyebrows, for example, with respect to the mouth and the other features, changes
radically between these images. Facial speech, expression, and eye gaze movements
can also convey a social message. When a person speaks, they rarely do so with a static
or neutral expression. Eye gaze changes can signal boredom or interest and facial expression can yield an nearly limitless amount of information about a person’s internal
state.
Thus, we must bear in mind that facial movements may be challenging to the perceptual system. This is because they alter the nature of the “invariants” available for
recognizing a face and because they must be monitored and interpreted constantly for
the social information they convey.

9.4.2 Recognizing Moving Faces
How do facial movements affect face recognition accuracy? To begin to answer this
question, we must first ask, “In what ways might motion help face recognition?” and
“In what ways might motion make face recognition more difficult?” For the former,
there are two theories about how motion might improve recognition [88, 98]. The
first theory posits that motion might provide facial identity signatures in the idiosyncratic patterns of dynamic information they undergo. If repeated regularly (e.g., as with
characteristic gestures or facial expressions), these idiosyncratic patterns of movement
might provide a reliable cue for the identity of the face. A second theory posits that motion could help face recognition by providing additional structure from motion information about the face. This can enhance the quality of the perceptual representation
of a face [88, 98].
For the dynamic identity signature theory, the role of characteristic motions for
learning to identify faces has been studied recently using animated synthetic threedimensional head models [56, 59]. These studies have focused on the “learnability” of
a dynamic signature when it is the most, or only, reliable cue to identity. For example, Hill and Johnston projected facial animations generated by human actors onto a
computer-generated average head [56] (see Figure 3 for an example of their stimulus).
Their participants learned to discriminate among four individuals based solely on the
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Figure 9.3: Illustration of stimulus creation from Hill and Johnson’s (2001) study. The
motions of a human actor are projected onto the synthetic head. Subjects learn to
identify the head by the motions.
facial motion information. It is worth noting that non-rigid motion was less useful than
rigid motion in this identity learning.
In another similar study, Knappmeyer and her colleagues trained participants to
discriminate two synthetic faces that were animated with different characteristic facial motions [59]. When later viewing morphs between the two head models, the subjects’ identity judgments about the intermediate morphed heads were biased by the
animated motion information they learned to associate with the faces originally. Both
studies support the notion that inherently dynamic information about face movements
can support recognition and can form a part of our representation of the identity of an
individual.
More relevant for everyday face recognition, dynamic identity signatures are likely
to be most helpful when faces are familiar. This is because it may take time, for any
given individual, to learn the difference between characteristic movements and movements that are generated randomly. Indeed, the current literature suggests that face
familiarity mediates the usefulness of facial motion as a recognition cue. The beneficial effects of facial motion are more robust and easier to demonstrate in recognition
tasks with familiar/famous faces than with unfamiliar faces. For example, participants
can recognize the faces of well-known politicians and celebrities more accurately from
videotaped images than from static images. This finding is especially salient when the
faces are presented in sub-optimal viewing formats (e.g., blurred, inverted, or pixilated
displays; [60, 64, 66, 67]). Thus it seems that motion becomes more important as a
cue to identity when the viewing conditions are sub-optimal. This probably occurs
because the static features are less reliable cues to identity in these conditions, and
so subjects are more likely to require additional information available in the identity
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signature to successfully recognize the person.
The second hypothesis about how motion might benefit face recognition posits that
structure-from-motion processes can contribute to the quality of the face representation. This should apply most clearly in studying how motion affects our ability to learn
new faces, (i.e. to create new face representations). In the case of newly-learned or
unfamiliar faces, the data are not clear as to whether motion improves face recognition. Some studies report a motion benefit [65, 96, 98], whereas other studies find no
benefit of motion [23, 24, 35, 54]. A closer inspection of these results suggest that the
benefits of facial motion for unfamiliar face recognition tasks may be tied to the specific parameters of the learning and test conditions used across these different studies.
Differences in the type of recognition tasks implemented and variations in the kinds of
stimuli employed likely account in large part for the disparity in the results.
In a recent study, we attempted to control some of the confounds in previous experiments in order to assess the role of motion in face recognition [107]. In particular, we
wanted to control for the extra views we see of a face when it is in motion. As noted,
motion almost always provides subjects with extra views of a face in addition to whatever benefit may come from the motion, per se. In a single experiment, we compared
recognition performance for subjects’ who learned faces in four conditions. One set of
subjects learned each face from a static frontal image. A second set of subjects learned
each face from nine images taken from different viewpoints and presented in an ordered sequence. A third set of subjects learned from the same nine images, but presented in random order to eliminate any implied motion signal. Finally, a fouth set of
subjects learned faces from a video clip of the face rotating systematically through the
nine viewpoints. This video looked like a person searching through a crowded room
for someone. An example of the stimuli appears in Figure 4. Subjects were tested using
the same kind of stimulus they learned.
The results of the experiment revealed absolutely no difference in recognition performance as a function of the learning condition (see Figure 5). This indicates that
motion does not seem to benefit the learning of unfamiliar faces. To be sure that this
effect was not based on the test conditions, which were matched between the learn
conditions in the first experiment, we repeated the study. This time, however, we tested
with a single frontal image in all conditions. Again, we found the same result. Motion
provided no additional benefit for recognition.

9.5 Motion and Familiarity
The disparity of findings concerning the role of motion in face recognition hinges
primarily around the familiarity of faces. Most studies have employed the faces of
celebrities as “familiar” faces or the faces of people already well-known to the subjects (e.g., professors at their university). The major shortcoming of this method is that
the researcher has no control over the learning conditions any given subject undergoes
along the path to becoming familiar with a face. How many previous exposures have
they had to the celebrity? Which views have they seen? Have the views occurred over
years (e.g., Harrison Ford) or over months (e.g., some newly popular celebrity)?
One recent experiment employs a technique by which subjects gain familiarity with
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Figure 9.4: Stimuli for a study comparing static and dynamic learning conditions controlling for the extra views seen in the dynamic condition [107]. Subjects learned a single static image (row 1), or a random sequence of nine views (row 2), or an ordered sequence of nine views (row 3), or a video clip of the head rotating systematically through
nine views.

Figure 9.5: The results of a study comparing static and dynamic learning conditions,
controlling for the extra views seen in the dynamic condition [107]. No significant differences were found among the learning conditions indicating that motion does not
provide any benefit for face learning.
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a face under controlled conditions during the course of the experiment [99]. In that
study, subjects learned people from a variable number of exposures of the same stimulus, either a close-up of the face (moving or static) or a distance view of the person
walking. They were tested with the “other” stimulus. Thus people learned from facial close-ups were tested with distance videos and vice versa. The findings indicated,
first, that pure repetition of the same stimulus, was remarkably effective in improving
recognition over these substantial changes in viewing conditions.
Second, recognition was more accurate when participants viewed faces in motion
both at learning and test than when participants viewed moving images only at learning or test. Again, this held even when the two stimuli were presented in different
viewing formats (i.e., high-quality facial images versus whole-body surveillance-like
videos). This finding, in light of other studies that have likewise reported inconsistent
recognition benefits with moving faces (e.g., [24]), may suggest that unfamiliar face
recognition tasks benefit from facial motion primarily in learning-test conditions that
involve “motion to motion” transfers.
Tentative converging support for this motion match hypothesis comes from a recently advanced neural theory of face processing proposed by Haxby and colleagues
[53]. In this theory, the variant and invariant aspects of faces are processed independently in the brain ([53]). In Haxby et al.’s model, the moving aspects of faces are
processed in the superior temporal sulcus region (STS) of the dorsal visual stream,
whereas the static aspects of faces (i.e., facial features) are processed in the fusiform
face area of the ventral visual stream (FFA, [58]). The proposed separation of face
processing between the two streams leaves open the possibility that recognition tasks
that permit processing to remain in the same stream are more likely to support successful recognition performance. For now, however, it is clear that more research is
needed to generate a coherent picture of how facial motion affects recognition.

9.6 Familiarity and Experience
We close this chapter by recalling our beginning claim that humans are the best
available face recognition systems – superior to many, if not all, algorithms. It should
be clear by now that this claim must be qualified in two ways. First, on the task of learning and remembering faces from a limited number of exposures, humans encounter
the same kinds of difficulties that algorithms do, and likewise reflect these difficulties
with impaired recognition performance. Second, although we generally assume that
experience with faces we know well allows us to recognize them in sub-optimal viewing conditions (poor illumination, short glances, bad viewing angles), this problem has
been little studied by psychologists. The reason for this is quite practical. In most cases,
performance recognizing faces we know well is generally so good that few variables are
likely to affect performance substantially.
Ultimately, we think that the issues surrounding how we become familiar with faces,
and how the internal neural representation of faces changes with experience, are much
neglected topics for psychologists studying human memory for faces. They are, however, the most valuable open questions for psychologists to study when they are interested in providing data for computational modelers of face recognition. Being able
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to recognize a friend, at a distance, in a dimly lit train station, from an odd angle, is
currently a unique accomplishment of the human visual system. Certainly, algorithms
can achieve this if enough is known about how we do it.
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